COURSE ATLAS IS HERE!

MORE INFORMED ADVISING

From incoming first year students and returning upperclassmen to graduating seniors, the new University Course Atlas has something for all your advisees! Begin exploring the tool on your own and take advantage of all its great benefits for your summer advising appointments.

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS

EXPLORE MORE OPTIONS
See all the courses offered across the university and advise your students on the different academic paths they can take.

PLAN FOR REGISTRATION & BEYOND
Search by subject, instructor, or meeting time to find classes that fit with your students' semester and graduation goals.

CONSOLIDATE YOUR WORK
Enter all your course details - including the extended description - directly into CLSS. Spreadsheet tracking will be phased out in the near future!

FOR MORE INFORMATION
registrar.emory.edu/class-search
courseatlas-help@emory.edu
404.727.6042

atlas.emory.edu
ALL COURSES. ALL PROGRAMS. ONE PLACE.
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www.emory.edu/emoryup